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STRUCTURE OF LITEPAPER



Lumanagi is an automated market-making (AMM) decentralized (DEX) crypto

swap (blockchain exchange) that focuses on the crypto adoption of the

Eastern-European region, with its unique bridges and other features. It has

its unique governance token called Lumanagi (LMNG) that entitles the

community to vote and other rights. The platform’s main mission is to allow

secure, and cheap swapping among its community.

LUMANAGI PITCH STATEMENT



1. Swap: Users are able to exchange listed tokens on the swap for a low fee.

2. Provide liquidity: Liquidity is central to how LumanagiSwap is going to work. Users

can add liquidity for any token pair by staking both through the liquidity page. 

3. Community governance: LMNG holders will be able to express their opinion and vote

on the future of LumanagiSwap with using their LMNG tokens. 

4. Forum: LumanagiSwap believes that the community needs to engage and be

interactive to help everyone’s growth in the crypto space. The swap will provide a new

forum on the webapp to help the user communicate efficiently and safely. 

5. Referral airdrop: To reward not just the existing users but newcomers LMNG will be

holding referral airdop events for users who wants to share Lumanagi with their

friends.

6. Portfolios: Lumanagi is on the mission to make investing easier and faster. Defi is

becoming the biggest sector within crypto, new tokens popping up daily with good

returns. Our team would like provide a unique feature where users are able to auto

invest and auto buy tokens to create their portfolio based on market segments.

7. NFT auction house: The growing NFT market provides opportunity to creators and

projects to build their community faster and bigger, also helps investors to earn extra

income with flipping NFTs. Lumanagi would like to create a new NFT auction house

with safety steps to ensure the auction will be rightful and to theft can happen.

8. Prediction games: We have seen a successful prediction game designed and

developed by pancakeswap but we move forward with the idea. We bring SOL,AVAX,

BTC and BNB to the gaming. 

9. Multi languages: Our swap will be supporting multiple languages across the globe to

help those who are not exercising the English language.

DEX MAIN FUNCTIONS



No entry limits (how easy to start using the platform)

Technology focus (how many fintech functions are available)

Economic system focus (economic fundamentals respected)

Community focus (trading volume on the platform)

Trustworthiness (audited etc.)

Lumanagi is going to firstly focus on the Eastern-European region and popularize the

crypto-market among its nations while creating value by building bridges between yet

not connected tokens this way contributing to the crypto tech world. Also, its

governance token is going to allow the holders to vote concerning the vital decisions

of the swap.

We have looked up the 4 biggest market leaders in the crypto swap business: DYDX,

UNISWAP V3, PackaceSwap, SpookySwap. We investigated different aspects of their

business models and we found that they are applying two main strategies: Technology

focused (improved exchange algorithms), Jack of all trades (more options for

investors/ traders). Therefore we should focus on a different aspect that enables

access to those who hadn’t got the chance to enter the crypto market due to its terms

and workflow’s mystification. We would like to focus more on the rare token’s bridge

buildings (besides the main ones) and simplification of the wallet creation process

and the usage of the platform as much as possible. We would also love to provide

tutorial materials that explain the usage of the platform in a straight right to the point

way.

To ensure our investors and users that LMNG and the Lumanagi project will be secure

and insured. The founders will be buying physical gold and reserve it for unforeseen

situations that may arise to support the project and compensate the users. 

On the following graph you can see the comparison between Lumanagi and the

leading swaps concerning the following factors on a 5 Likert scale:

WHY ARE WE DIFFERENT?



ADVANCED COMMUNITY FOCUS
By creating Lumanagi we would like to create a DEX (Decentralized/Distributed

Exchange) where the exchange’s token holders are going to be able to practice their

voting rights to govern its system. We would like to create a multi-layered decision

supporting system where the holders could facilitate ideas then raise the most

fascinating ideas which could serve as the basis of the token holders' final vote. This

way we could truly let the people participate the power over the platform and add

value to its development. To distribute the tokens among people as equally as

possible we need to raise awareness about our swap platform and draw in as many

holders as possible. This task is going to be solved by Lumanagi’s top crypto

marketing team and their Twitter bots. Our purpose is to inform and reward those who

join our community, not to spam with advertisements. Therefore airdrops might be

coming in the form of incentives to fasten up the adaptation of the platform. 

Also, we have recognized that one of the biggest obstacles in the way of the crypto

system’s adaptation is the initial hardness to get by the jargon of the industry and the

not-so-simplified toolkit usage. To tackle this issue we intend to make as easy the

wallet creation and main functions of the swap as possible. We are also planning to

create straight-to-the-point tutorial materials in the form of texts and videos for the

platform’s usage.



The maximum supply of the Lumanagi (LMNG) token is Our token release plan

considers two types of mechanisms. Firstly, in the case of Public sale, Private (pre-)

sale, Partnerships agreement/ long-term investors we are going to apply a bulk

release plan. Secondly, in the case of Team and advisors, Staking Pool, Reserve Pool,

Rewards/ Airdrops we would like to apply a monthly dropping scheme. We would like

to also make sure that our clients trust us, therefore we are planning a one-year

lagged release plan for the Private (pre-) sale, Team and Advisors, Reserve Pool

categories. Also, we would like to highlight that we are not planning to release the

Liquidity Pool’s content due to having other aims for this amount like providing

liquidity for the swap.

TOKEN ECONOMICS
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The goals for 2022/2023 shows the Lumanagi company’s roadmap. It takes 
into account multiple defi projects, the DEX. The plans are divided into 
three main focuses: community, economy, and technology.
In the third quarter of 2022, we plan to do the LMNG IDO (Lumanagi – 
governance token). Then in the next quarters, we would like to develop the 
necessary crypto and defi software technologies for our first DEX product. 

SIMPLIFIED ROADMAP

Q2 2022:
Growing the community (Telegram, Discord, Twitter)
LMNG Token Smart Contract on BSC
Hiring new team members (Marketing, development)
Website launch in English/Hungarian
Private sale

Q3 2022:
LMNG Token IDO
Listing on major exchange
Starting of DEX development
Lottery – DEX
NFT Auction house
Analytics

Q4 2022:
Start Bridge Development Avax -BSC, Avax – SOL
Launch LMNG on Avax
Launch LMNG on Solana
Voting platform
Office set up in Hungary for team
Listing on one major Exchange
DEX release 

Q1 2023:
Launchpad starts of Development
Deposit/Lending feature
Charitable raffles 
Launch LMNG on Polygon
Bridge building between Sol-Polygon
Listing on one major CEX

Prediction Games – BNB,Matic
Token Investment Portfolio
Trading competitions 
New website development
Hiring new team members (Development, Defi)
Growing community (Twitter, LinkedIn)



Be part of the community, which widespread its whispers and awaits 
you! Your role is owned by your decisions!

PARTNERS & COMMUNITY

PEOPLE BEHIND LUMANAGI

Core team

Consultants

Gábor Szőke
CEO

Zsolt Domorád
Social Media
Consultant

Máté Szőke
Social Media

Manager

Edvard Bene
Business

Development
Consultant

Dániel Balázs
Creative

Consultant
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Follow us here on the realms of the internet:

http://kingitsolutions.net/
http://zooz.lk/
https://www.facebook.com/Lumanagiswap/
https://twitter.com/LuMaNaGi
https://t.me/+bMAZj4p_PVM2NGM0
https://medland.info/

